
Desire Diving

Welcome to the third module in the Powerfully Feminine Intensive, I'm Candice Oneida.

In this module you are going to Dive on Down and Dig for Desire at your Depths!  

That's a lot of “D's”!

Today you'll learn:

1. How to dive into and discover all levels of desire
2. What your deep desires really are
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What Is Desire Diving?

Desire is at the very core of every woman as we are desire creatures and when we're out of 
touch with our desires, we end up exhausted, with lackluster lives, lower results than we 
want, on a pathway to emptying our tank out fast and unable to really serve or do our 
purpose in life!

Women are building a life based on "shoulds" rather than "wants" and they are building 
habits of working that is leading them to staying like this forever. Forever delaying life, 
putting off getting what they really want and not enjoying the process much at all.

Digging into your Deep Desires is to be understood as the most direct pathway to tap into 
the mystery behind life itself (and hence unlimited energy).  

Think about it, at its most basic we desire food to nourish us. This is a basic desire, but it 
reveals that by getting that desire met, we stay alive! We get to live...and by getting to live 
we get to move onto the deeper desires.

In Maslows hierarchy of needs survival and safety are at the bottom of the hierarchy. They are
considered to be basic, but foundational desires that if not met, then forget about looking at 
the deeper level desires of love, purpose or self actualization.

And, I'm guessing that you want to more than barely survive, you want to really live. You 
want to live an awakened, joy filled, loving and creative life that impacts yourself and the 
world around you, right?

My guess is that you want to live a life that matters, a life in which you get to the end of and 
that you have a legacy that you are proud of, that befits your vision, your purpose, your spirit
and your desire to make a big impact on the world and people around you.

So, here's the bad news!

Without tapping into the third level i.e. your deepest desires, this is unlikely to happen. 

Why? 

Because most people continue to live in a spiral of shallow, conditioned desires that are 
probably not theirs at all and hence they are out of touch with the deep desires and hence 
the very power source that will power them toward getting what they really want.

They say that most peoples 10 years is 10 times the repetition of 1 year. Churning the gerbil 
wheel over and over again, basically repeating the same things week after week, month after
month, year after year.  No real progress, evolution or awakening.
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It is also said that the definition of insanity is repeating the same thing again and again whilst
expecting a different result!

But, not you, my dear, as you are here right now, ready to challenge popular values and 
beliefs! 

It is there, inside of the hidden, deep desires that our shining feminine creatrix lives and is 
desperately needing us to find her,  own her and love her back to life!

I met a 43 year old executive at a women's conference. She was the only woman in her firm. 
She was telling me how she had busted her ass for 5 years building her companies business 
and due to this became so exhausted that she had to take 6 months off to recover. Whilst 
taking the time off, she was so worried that she would miss out on business, on 
opportunities, on momentum in her career.

What she found, however, was that when she stopped and took time out, she had all sorts of 
opportunities come her way. She couldn't believe it. She was not only recovering her energy 
from exhaustion but she said "I was doing the things I had always wanted to do and life just 
started to provide me with fantastic opportunities for work, business and my life.”  

She was shocked that this could happen by just letting go and focusing on what she desired.

Why is getting into your desire so important?

Did you know that most people get stuck in what they don't desire for most if not all of their 
life. What a tragedy. They're stay stuck in "negative desires"...many people basically spend 
their whole life doing what they don't really want, but think they should want or what well 
meaning family members or friends have guided them to want and do.

I have worked as a mentor and workshop leader for over 18 years now, and it still to this day 
amazes me that people often can't really answer the question"What do you want?"

I'm in!  How do I do Desire Diving?

Desire diving is the sure way to get you off the gerbel wheel and moving toward getting 
what you want once and for all.

But, In order to dive down deep today, we need to honor this exercise by creating a safe, 
nurturing space in which you won't be disturbed.

So let's get started.
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Setting up the exercise.

You may want to listen to the set up suggestions first to plan the best time to do this 
practice.

Remember, the more you put into the exercises, the more you'll get out of out at the other 
end.  Approach this as a ritual as rituals are an extremely feminine way to manifest and 
approach life.

I'd suggest you do this exercise at night or dusk.  Why?  Because the night is to the feminine,
what daytime is to the masculine.

Let the night wrap you in her support, take you inside yourself and offer you courage and 
support for your feminine re-emergence.

Let the night be your guide, your Divine feminine wings that will wrap you up, hold you, take 
you deep to dig out the gems.

Now,  light a candle and make sure that all technology is off i.e. cellphone, phone, tablet, 
computer, TV.  

Make sure you can't be disturbed by your technology or at your door or by your kids or 
partner.  This is YOUR time.  You'll need to plan to ensure this.  Maybe have some essential 
oils burning in the background that you love to smell. Make the space around you safe, warm
and cozy.  

Put on something sensual, sexy, something for you to feel great in.  You might want to put on
your favorite dress, you might even want to do this totally naked!  Totally up to.

Let yourself feel supported by your environment, by the space that you are in.   

Now, grab your journal or use the sheets from the pdfs that come with this module, 
everything that you feel that you want ready at your side to write down answers to the 
questions.

Key here is to feel into your body, your pussy.  You can also plan to do this after doing a 
round of Jade Egg exercises and/or meditations.

The deeper you feel into your body and your pussy the more deep and real are the 
desires will be revealed.

This exercise is for you, you don't have to share this with anybody.  Let deep, hidden, unsaid 
desires emerge, those that you don't listen to in yourself or perhaps you've never heard...you
want to be in a state that is quiet and receptive so you can hear these deep inner voices.
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Desire Deep Dive Exercise

Now, as you have yourself all set up, with candle lit, you're wearing what feels great on your 
body right now, all technology is turned off and you're ready to dive deep into your desire.

I want you to plan to do this for at least 20 minutes.  Have a clock handy and just keep going
for the entire time.  However, feel free to go for as long as you can until you feel like you're 
tapped out for today.

Essentially you are going to start to list what you want framed in the form of positive desire.  

“What I desire is....”  or
“What I want is....”

Make sure that you've done the last video on negative vs. positive desires so that you are 
clear on what positive desires are....so jump on back and review that lesson if you feel like 
you need to.

I want you to do this totally unfiltered and uncategorized.  Don't worry at what level of desire
they are....just let them out, let them flow.

I'm going to talk you through the first steps and then you'll turn off the recording to finish the
exercise on your own.

Let's begin

Let's drop into a meditation first.
Closing your eyes, going inside.  Feeling your body and doing a check in with how you feel 
right now, right here, today.

An honest check in.  Do you feel open, closed, happy, uncertain, sad.  

Is there pain anywhere?

Just awareness of these things as you feel into yourself right here, right now.

As right here and right now is all that there is.  And being right here and right now is what 
will determine your state moving forwards.

Deep breaths

Now, put one hand over your heart and one hand over your lower belly or pussy.  

Then just breath deeply and ask your heart and/or your pussy “What do I desire?”  Your “I” 
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here is now centered on your heart and pussy.  You are now in a position to be able to listen 
to the “I” in you that can respond to the sentence stem “What I desire is.....” 

Let the answers flow, they can be about anything...anybody....anything...no filters.

However, I want to encourage you to make the responses right now, today, focused on YOU, 
what you want for your life, your body, your work, sexuality,  success, your relationships.

This is not selfish.

Be self-full here....remember, your Queen is self-full.  She knows that by filling herself up first 
and completely is what puts her in a position to really love, serve and give to others.

This is self care at it's most fundamental level.

By going through a deep dive into your desire you will discover a whole LOT about yourself 
including a whole boat load of what you thought you wanted, that was actually other 
peoples desires for you, but that you don't really want.

I want to encourage you to question some of these desires as they emerge from you...”Is this
mine or not?”  Is this my...mothers, fathers, partners, upbringing...etc that is saying I want 
this?   Am I just thinking I want this because of my education, my culture, my religion?

JUICY TIP:Desire is NOT what you "think" you want. Real desire has nothing to do with your 
mind, your thoughts or your goals. 

Desire is held in your body, your belly, your feelings. 

And here's a big secret: it's held deeply in your vagina and pussy.

To get into your real desires takes a process of mining for them. Starting with the shallow 
ones and eventually having the boldness and the courage to go deep, deep deep inside 
yourself, your heart, you body and your sexuality where you will find your deep desires, your 
true power and what you have buried in that dark chamber below!

At any stage during the exercise you can put one hand over your heart or over your lower 
belly or pussy.

Then just breathe and feel deeply and ask your heart and/or your pussy “What do you 
desire?”
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So, start each sentence with “What I desire is.....” or  “What I want is....”  
As you feel into yourself I want you to write down as many answers to this sentence stem as 
you can. 

“What I desire is.....”
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Turn off the lesson now and take as long as you need to write your responses.

Welcome Back!

Wow, wow, wow.  Such a powerful exercise.

What I want to encourage you to do is to do this “Desire Deep Dive” exercise for 10 – 20 
mins at least once a week.

If you are really really stuck in your life and not getting what you want, then do it everyday for
the next month!

You desire engine will turn on,  fill you up and start purring like the Maserati that she is!

In Review, what you've learned today is:

1. How to dive into and discover all levels of desire – how to create a safe, supportive 
space to do this, to write them down and to honor them ritually.

2. What your deep desires really are – and by doing this exercise over and over again, 
you'll discover more, new and different desires as you turn your desire engine on and 
get her purring like an Italian sports car!

Now, head on over to the “Powerfully Feminine Facebook Page” and share one key 
reflection that you gained from the lesson today from undergoing this desire diving exercise.

Great job and I'll see you in the next lesson called “Desire Setting” in which you'll be 
learning how to “goal set” in a feminine way in which you actually attain them!
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